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Abstract 
 

      The interpolation of the eight-point rectangular prism by the  
sine and cosine seldom appears in textbooks. One equation  
for the design applies the hyperbolic functions and the other  
one applies the circular functions. Both of the equations are  
invariant with respect to data rotation and translation. They  
are compared to an operational equation for the same array  
by means of the sums of squares of deviations from typical  
trial surfaces.  
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  1. Introduction 

 
Recent manuscripts have illustrated trigonometric equations for interpolating data 

in eight and nine-point rectangular, prismatic arrays [2-9]. The equations were 
developed by means of the shifting operator. They are invariant under data rotation but 
they are sensitive to translation of the data. This paper illustrates new trigonometric 
equations for the eight-point prismatic array in Fig. 1. They combine the properties of 
rotational and translational invariance. Their derivations do not involve the shifting 
operator.    

 
 

2. The eight-point prismatic array, hyperbolic representation 
 
Measurements are located at the eight lettered vertices of the rectangular prism 

shown in Fig. 1. A datum at the center of the design is not used in the eight-point array. 
Both the numerical data and their locations are denoted by single letters as in the figure. 
The coordinate system is –1 .. 1 in the x-, y-, and z-directions. The x-direction is from 
left to right, the y-direction is into the page, and the z-direction is from the bottom to 
the top of Fig. 1. The numerical coefficients in the examples have been rounded. 

 
The symbolic form of the eight-point interpolating equation is Eq. (1). The 

symbols cJ, cK, and cL represent cosh(Jx), cosh(Ky), cosh(Lz), respectively. The 
symbols sJ, sK, and sL represent sinh(Jx),  sinh(Ky), and sinh(Lz), respectively. All of 
the numerical parameters in Eq. (1) are determined from the eight data arranged by 
letters as in Fig. 1. R represents an interpolated number or a response.  

 
R = (p)(cJ)(cK)(cL) + (q)(cJ)(cK)(sL) + (r)(cJ)(sK)(cL) + (s)(cJ)(sK)(sL)   

            + (s)(sJ)(cK)(cL) + (r)(sJ)(cK)(sL) + (q)(sJ)(sK)(cL) + (p)(sJ)(sK)(sL) + T     (1)   
                                                                             

A set of eight simultaneous numerical equations is developed from Eq. (1). The 
first member of the set uses [–1,–1,–1] for [x,y,z], respectively, as in Eq. (2). The datum 
with the cited coordinates is subtracted from Eq. (2). The second member of the set 
uses [1,–1,–1] for [x,y,z], respectively. It appears as Eq. (3). The equations are 
simplified by recognizing that sinh(–J) is the same as (–1)sinh(J).  

 
(p)(cJ)(cK)(cL) – (q)(cJ)(cK)(sL) – (r)(cJ)(sK)(cL) + (s)(cJ)(sK)(sL) –  (s)(sJ)(cK)(cL) 
+ (r)(sJ)(cK)(sL) + (q)(sJ)(sK)(cL) – (p)(sJ)(sK)(sL) + T – A = 0                             (2) 

                                                                                                                                         
  (p)(cJ)(cK)(cL) – (q)(cJ)(cK)(sL) – (r)(cJ)(sK)(cL) + (s)(cJ)(sK)(sL) + (s)(sJ)(cK)(cL)  
   – (r)(sJ)(cK)(sL) – (q)(sJ)(sK)(cL) + (p)(sJ)(sK)(sL) + T – B = 0                              (3) 
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Six more equations are developed as above in order to take advantage of the eight 

numerical data in Fig. 1. The eight numerical equations are supplemented by three more 
equations. They are Eqs. (4)-(6). In these additional equations, cJ, cK, cL also represent 
cosh(J), cosh(K), and cosh(L), respectively, while sJ, sK, and sL represent sinh(J), 
sinh(K), and sinh(L), respectively.  

 
  cJ2 – sJ2 – 1 = 0                                                                                                        (4) 
  cK2 – sK2 – 1 = 0                                                                                                     (5) 
  cL2 – sL2 – 1 = 0                                                                                                      (6) 
 

The set of eight equations typified by Eqs. (2)-(3), plus Eqs. (4)-(6), constitute a 
system of eleven simultaneous equations in eleven unknowns. The unknowns are cJ, 
cK, cL, sJ, sK, sL, p, q, r, s, T. Software for solving many sets of the simultaneous 
equations is available [1]. The symbolic form of the interpolating equation for the 
eight-point prism is Eq. (7). It is substituted with numerical parameters that are 
obtained from Eqs. (8)-(13). Equation (7) then applies to Fig. 1. 

 
R = (p)(cx)(cy)(cz) + (q)(cx)(cy)(sz) + (r)(cx)(sy)(cz) + (s)(cx)(sy)(sz)   

          + (s)(sx)(cy)(cz) + (r)(sx)(cy)(sz) + (q)(sx)(sy)(cz) + (p)(sx)(sy)(sz) + T          (7) 
                                                                                                                             
  cx = cosh(arccosh(cJ)x)                                                                                          (8) 
  cy = cosh(arccosh(cK)y)                                                                                         (9) 
  cz = cosh(arccosh(cL)z)                                                                                      (10) 
  sx = sinh(arcsinh(sJ)x)                                                                                        (11) 
  sy = sinh(arcsinh(sK)y)                                                                                       (12) 
  sz = sinh(arcsinh(sL)z)                                                                                        (13) 
 

Software for computer algebra typically renders more than one set of numerical 
solutions for the eleven unknowns [1]. Some of the solution sets can be identical. The 
proper equation for interpolating Fig. 1 is determined by developing all the equations 
that take the form of Eq. (7). It does not interpolate with imaginary or complex numbers 
within the prism. This requirement is a basis for choosing the proper interpolating 
equation. The correct choice reproduces the original data and it is invariant under 
rotation and translation of the data.   

 
To illustrate the method, first assume polynomial-type data so that A .. D are 

13,23,33,43, and F .. I are  63,73, 83,93, respectively, as in Fig. 1. The interpolating 
equation for these data is Eq. (14). If the data in Fig. 1 are the previous numbers plus 
100, the interpolating equation is Eq. (14) in which the additive constant is increased by 
100 so that it becomes 162.52. The sums of squares of deviations of the two equations 
from the true functions, (5+x/2+y+5z/2)3 or (5+x/2+y+5z/2)3 + 100, respectively, are 
identical and about 6640. These sums are obtained by triple integration. 
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  R = (102.1)cosh(0.1681x)cosh(0.3433y)cosh(1.043z)  
        + (159.1)cosh(0.1681x)cosh(0.3433y)sinh(1.043z)  
        + (168.6) cosh(0.1681x)sinh(0.3433y)cosh(1.043z)  
        + (169.9)cosh(0.1681x)sinh(0.3433y)sinh(1.043z)   
        + (169.9)sinh(0.1681x)cosh(0.3433y)cosh(1.043z)   
        + (168.6)sinh(0.1681x)cosh(0.3433y)sinh(1.043z)   
        + (159.1)sinh(0.1681x)sinh(0.3433y)cosh(1.043z)  
        + (102.1)sinh(0.1681x)sinh(0.3433y)sinh(1.043z) + 62.52                                 (14) 

 
 

3. The eight-point prismatic array, circular representation  
 
It is possible to represent the eight-point prismatic array in Fig. 1 by means of the 

circular functions. This method replaces sinh(J) with sin(J) and cosh(J) with cos(J) and 
similarly for the analogous functions of K and L. It proceeds in a manner similar to that 
outlined in Section 2. The replacement includes the inverse functions as well: replace 
arcsinh( ) with arcsin( ) and arccosh( ) with arcos( ). Equations (4)-(6) are replaced by 
Eqs. (15)-(17).   

 
  cJ2 + sJ2 – 1 = 0                                                                                                   (15) 
  cK2 + sK2 – 1 = 0                                                                                                (16) 
  cL2 + sL2 – 1 = 0                                                                                                (17)  
 

The previous equation-selection test (elimination of equations that generate 
imaginary or complex numbers) is no longer useful: all the new candidate equations can 
interpolate with real numbers. The problem of discriminating among them can be 
approached in other ways. For example, let the center point of the prism be estimated 
by an interpolating equation developed by another method. The choice of trigonometric 
interpolating equation is the one that most closely replicates the center point as 
estimated by the alternative equation. This criterion is seldom satisfactory.     

 
Most experimental designs are centered at or near the region of primary interest. 

A rapidly changing response at the center point, δR/δx for example, suggests how to 
increase or decrease the response in a predictable manner. A threat to this predictability 
is a large value of δ2R/δx2 because it can affect δR/δx in an unforeseen manner. The 
circular sine and cosine are cyclic and can change quickly. That property suggests the 
following test: the interpolating equation minimizes the sum of the absolute values of 
three second derivatives: |δ2R/δx2|+|δ2R/δy2|+|δ2R/δz2|. The sum of the absolute values 
of the three second derivatives is minimized at the point of primary interest, typically 
the center of the design. The generating function (5)sin(10Mo)+cos(10Mo) thus renders 
data that can be interpolated by Eq. (18). The suggested criterion is easy to apply but 
experience suggests a better test is needed. 
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  R = (0.4986)cos(0.1585x)cos(0.3117y)cos(0.7057z)  
      + (1.665)cos(0.1585x)cos(0.3117y)sin(0.7057z) 
      + (1.665)cos(0.1585x)sin(0.3117y)cos(0.7057z) 
      –  (1.665)cos(0.1585x)sin(0.3117y)sin(0.7057z) 
      + (1.665)sin (0.1585x)cos(0.3117y)cos (0.7057z) 
      – (1.665)sin (0.1585x)cos(0.3117y)sin(0.7057z)         
      – (1.665)sin(0.1585x)sin(0.3117y)cos(0.7057z)  
      – (0.4986)sin(0.1585x)sin(0.3117y)sin(0.7057z) + 3.620                                     (18) 

 
 

  4. Discussion 
 
The first column in Table 1 lists typical test functions. Trial surfaces are generated 

by applying those functions to M = (5+x/2+y+5z/2). For example, 100/M2 represents 
100/(5+x/2+y+5z/2)2. Such functions generate the trial data at the prism vertices. The 
second column in Table 1 lists the sums of squares of deviations as rendered by the 
trilinear equation applied to Fig. 1. The third column lists sums of squares of deviations 
as obtained by the operational equation described in Refs. [2,3]. The fourth column lists 
those sums as obtained the equations described in Section 2. See Eqs. (7) and (14). The 
fifth column lists those sums as derived from equations described in Section 3. See Eq. 
(18). The fifth column is headed by the symbol ≈Eq. (18) to indicate that these 
equations typically have the same form as Eq. (18). Their numerical coefficients change 
on a case-by-case basis.   

 
The numbers in the fifth column of Table 1 are generally the biggest so Eq. (18) is 

usually the least desirable choice. Other equations that are based on the circular 
functions sometimes render lower sums of squares of deviations. However, those 
equations often predict undulating response surfaces within the prism. Seldom do 
physical or chemical processes generate undulating response surfaces. The present 
discrimination test protects against that undesirable effect. Nevertheless, the large 
entries in the fifth column of Table 1 suggest the proposed test is not adequate.  

  
The entries in columns two, four, and five in Table 1 are obtained from three 

equations that do not invoke the shifting operator in their developments. Column three 
represents an operational equation [2,3]. Comparisons of the table entries suggest that 
representations based on the operational equation are typically superior to the trilinear 
equation [2,3]. The equations based on the hyperbolic functions, Section 2, are often 
superior to the trilinear equation, too.  

 
Some software programs can render interpolating equations based on the 

hyperbolic functions but cannot generate similar equations based on the circular 
functions. For this reason, the operational equation [2,3], or the equation described in  
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Section 2, are usually more practical approaches. Spurious curvature effects seem to 
intrude less often when interpolating with the equations described in Section 2 or with 
the operational equation [2,3]. Other operational equations that take polynomial or 
exponential forms are alternatives to the trigonometric forms illustrated here.   
 
 

The equations described in Sections 2 and 3 combine the properties of invariance 
under rotation and translation of the data. These equations render the same sums of 
squares of deviations whether or not a constant is added to all eight data. The 
operational, trigonometric equation does not have that advantage [2,3]. Nevertheless, 
Table 1 illustrates that the operational equation competes well with the other equations. 
The operational equation has another advantage: it can render several candidate 
equations by means of an adjustable exponent denoted NN [2,3]. (The entries in Table 
1 are based on NN=0.) The equations described here, and in the references, do not 
apply to all arrangements of eight positive numbers in a prismatic array.  

 
 
The references are limited to recent work related to operational or other methods 

for the interpolation of data in geometric arrays. They include five operational 
equations for the 9-point rectangular prism [9]. For the sake of simplicity, the equations 
described here, and in the references, are illustrated by monotonic-increasing or  
-decreasing data. The illustrated equations and those in the references are not limited to 
such numbers [9]. The choice of the interpolating equation, whether it is based on a 
polynomial, an exponential, or a trigonometric form, is determined by its fidelity to 
laboratory results. Equations interpolating with imaginary or complex numbers are 
excluded. Equations predicting unreasonable responses are also discarded. Table 1 
suggests that interpolating equations based on the circular functions, as described 
above, are seldom good choices.   

 
 

It is desirable to consider the 15-point or 27-point cube when an extreme 
measurement occurs at the center of the prismatic design [8]. Fortunately, such data 
seldom arise in the laboratory. Generally, it is preferable to interpolate data that adhere 
to polynomial laws by polynomial-type equations [8]. Data that adhere to trigonometric 
laws are known (Snell’s law) but most experimental data are believed to follow 
polynomial laws or exponential laws (radioactive decay). This assumption about 
laboratory data seems to be implicit in many books on experimental design. Equation 
(7) appears to be a reasonable choice if experimental data are generated by a simple 
exponential law. Some alternative choices are described in the references.  
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                             Table 1. Sums of squares of deviations as rendered by 

     the trilinear equation and three trigonometric equations.  
                             The trial data are obtained by the listed functions applied 
                             to the integers 1 .. 4 and 6 .. 8 applied to vertices A .. D  

     and F .. I, respectively, in Fig. 1. The entries in the third  
     column are obtained by the operational, eight-point  
     trigonometric equation [2,3].  

 
 
 

    Function* Trilinear Refs. 
[2,3] 

Eq. (7) ≈Eq. (18) 

2M 49600 0 0 155000 
sinh(M/2) 265 0 0.134 878 
tan(9Mo) 4.89 0.443 0.440 19.4 
cosh(M/2) 270 0 0.131 861 
M+cosh(M/2) 270 1.47 4.20 1010 
(M)cosh(M/2) 28700 45.4 9.28 89600 
1000/2M +10 47300 257 0 148000 
100/M2 2260 188 43.5 7550 
(5)sin(10Mo) 
+cos(10Mo) 

0.992 0 2.08 0.533 

(M)ln(M+1) 2.73 0.376 30.6 4.86 
SQRT(M) 0.0500 0.00661 0.120 0.585 
sin(10Mo) 0.0293 0 0.0941 0.00275 

 
 
  *M = (5 + x/2 + y + 5z/2) 
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Fig. 1. The eight-point prismatic array 
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